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Many   miles   away,   across   the   Atlantic   Ocean   from   Mr.   Jones’   farm,   there   was   a   lush,  

green   oasis,   filled   with   diverse   types   of   wildlife.   The   animals   living   there   called   this   magical  
place   Marsh   a   Lago.   A   recent   story   told   in   the   marsh   claims   that   alligators   discovered   the   marsh  
over   a   century   ago   and   in   a   brave   battle,   conquered   all   of   the   other   wildlife   in   order   to   bring  
freedom   and   opportunity   there.   While   Napoleon’s   farm   was   filled   with   violence   and   suffering,  
Marsh   a   Lago   remained   an   untouched   oasis.   All   the   inhabitants,   from   the   fish,   to   the   frogs   to   the  
alligators,   proudly   joined   together,   to   play   games   and   sing   a   victory   song   every   Sunday   night   to  
celebrate   their   success.   
  
  
Years   pass   and   the   world   around   them   changes.   Wealthy   developers   from   foreign   lands   build  
lavish   golf   resorts   surrounding   the   marsh,   sending   pollutants   into   the   nearby   rivers   and   into   the  
fresh   air.   With   the   changes   in   climate,   the   once   lush   habitat   now   becomes   shallow   and   unstable.  
Many   of   the   families   of   fish   that   had   survived   in   the   marsh   for   generations   are   now   struggling   to  
find   food   and   have   lost   their   homes   to   recent   droughts.   The   nearby   construction   of   the   golf  
courses   force   the   panthers   and   shore   birds   to   flee   from   their   homes   into   the   marsh.   Despite  
these   threats,   the   marsh   inhabitants   are   proud   of   their   home   and   the   way   they   freely   choose  
their   leader   every   four   years.   The   current   leader   chosen   by   the   animals   is   Kimo,   an   enthusiastic  
spotted   frog.   Kimo   works   day   and   night   to   help   support   the   entire   community,   even   if   it   means  
making   tough   decisions   that   don’t   please   everyone.   However,   Kimo’s   four   years   are   nearing   the  
end.   The   community   needs   to   elect   a   new   leader   soon.   
  
  
Meanwhile,   on   the   sunny   side   of   the   marsh,   there   lives   a   tremendous,   old   reptile   named   Henry  
J.   Alligator.   While   Kimo   is   hopping   around   the   marsh,   trying   to   please   everyone,   Henry   lazily  
sunbathes   on   the   shore,   hurling   insults   at   Kimo.   
  
  
“I’ve   never   seen   a   frog   with   grey   coloured   spots   in   these   parts   before,”   said   Henry.   “I’ve   heard  
grey   spots   are   common   in   Africa,   however.   Riddle   me   this,   how   does   an   African   frog   appear  
here   in   a   Florida   marsh?   Was   he   carried   in   by   birds?   Was   he   released   from   the   resort   to   spy   on  
us?   I’m   telling   you,   this   just   seems   shady   to   me.”   
  
  
One   hour   every   week   the   smaller   inhabitants   gather   to   watch   Henry’s   new   show,   “The   Luckiest  
Recruit”,   where   contestants   compete   to   become   Henry’s   future   assistant.   Everyone   wants   to   be  
famous   like   Henry,   and   everyone   is   happy   to   be   entertained   and   distracted   from   their   problems.   
  
  



One   day,   Kimo   hops   onto   a   lily   pad   in   the   middle   of   the   marsh   to   make   an   announcement.   
  
  
“I   want   to   endorse   my   choice   for   our   new   leader,   Lizzy,   the   lizard,”   he   announces   with   a   smile.  
“Lizzy   has   been   working   with   me   for   many   years   and   is   one   of   the   smartest   animals   I   have   ever  
known.   This   job   can   be   really   tough.   That’s   why   Lizzy   will   be   so   good   at   it.”   
  
  
“Hah!   You   picked   that   loser?”   scoffs   Henry.   “Loser   Lying   Lizzy?   Pathetic.   Lizzy   doesn’t   care  
about   Marsh   a   Lago.   Lizzy   only   cares   about   Lizzy.   Remember   the   time   when   she   talked   about  
marsh   business   in   front   of   those   birds?   She   can’t   be   trusted.   Those   birds   could’ve   flew  
anywhere   and   told   anyone   about   our   plans.   If   she   can   run   for   leader,   I   can   too.”   
  
  
The   following   day,   Henry   called   his   own   meeting.   All   the   animals   group   together   and   excitedly  
watch   Henry   walk   up   to   the   stage,   preparing   to   see   what   fun   he   might   bring!   
  
  
“Thanks,   everyone!   It’s   great   to   be   here.   What   a   huge   crowd   here   at   the   marsh.   The   greatest  
place   on   earth!   Standing   here,   on   the   edge   of   the   luxurious   Marsh   a   Lago,   I’m   honored   to   be  
speaking   with   you   all.   There   has   been   no   crowd   like   this.   The   frogs,   the   toads,   the   lizards,   they  
don’t   understand.   They   made   their   announcements   on   tiny   lily   pads,   exposed   to   the   threats   of  
panthers   and   other   predators.   They’re   not   ready.   They’re   prey,   not   predators.   
  
  
Our   marsh   is   in   serious   trouble!   We   don’t   have   victories   anymore!   When   was   the   last   time   we  
won   anything?   I   don’t   recall   Kenyan   Kimo   beating   the   resort   owners   in   trade   deals.   The   frogs   let  
the   developers   build   all   around   us.   They   also   let   the   birds   fly   in   and   out   and   steal   our   food.   They  
don’t   stop   them.   I   eat   birds   all   the   time!   The   frogs?   All   they   do   is   worry.   They   croak   on   and   on  
and   on   about   “global   warming”   and   “climate   change”.   The   real   threats   are   the   panthers   invading  
our   territory,   and   the   birds!   Flying   in   and   pooping   on   our   marsh!   None   of   them   contribute   to   the  
happiness   of   our   marsh!   All   they   do   is   take,   take,   take.   What   are   the   frogs   and   lizards   doing  
about   these   real   threats?   Nothing!   Instead,   they   make   weak   deals   with   the   resort   to   plant   more  
trees.   What   did   that   bring?   Well,   now   my   home   is   30%   more   shady,   and   blocks   out   the   glorious  
sun   for   all   of   us!   What   were   they   thinking?   That   is   not   leadership.   
  
  
When   I’m   elected   leader,   I   will   build   a   roof.   A   great   roof.   Believe   me.   I   will   build   a   great,   great  
roof   over   our   marsh.   And   I   will   make   the   birds   build   it   for   free.   And   the   roof   will   keep   out   the  
scavengers,   those   dirty   birds.   They’re   not   the   best   birds.   The   birds   that   are   coming   in   are  
bringing   a   lot   of   problems,   so   we   must   keep   them   out.   Our   marsh   has   tremendous   potential.   A  
hundred   years   ago,   the   marsh   was   thriving.   There   was   food,   water   and   enough   sunlight   for   all.  



But   now?   Some   fish   are   struggling.   Lyin’   Lizzie’s   plan   is   to   move   the   fish   to   the   deeper   parts   of  
the   marsh.   But,   then   the   fish   will   have   no   chance   to   dream.   They’ll   have   no   hope   to   change.  
We’ve   got   to   give   everyone   in   the   marsh   the   opportunity   to   grow   legs   and   start   living   on   the  
land.   It   can   happen.   I   think   God   wants   all   creatures   to   evolve,   change,   and   grow.   I   will   make   that  
happen.   I   will   drain   the   marsh   and   give   the   fish   the   chance   to   become   alligators.   The   frogs   have  
been   holding   the   fish   back.   Now,   we   will   be   stronger   than   ever.   
  
  
Somebody   said   to   me   the   other   day,   “But,   Mr.   Alligator,   you’re   a   predator!”.   Well,   that’s   true.   I  
actually   am.   “So   how   can   you   get   prey   to   vote   for   you?”.   The   thing   is,   we’ve   become   a   marsh  
where   we   all   are   prey.   The   panthers,   they   come   in   and   they   eat   the   frogs,   they   eat   the   fish!   They  
attack   all   of   us.   They’re   trying   to   be   at   the   top   of   the   food   chain.   I   won’t   let   them.   Mark   my   words,  
nobody   would   be   tougher   on   the   panthers   than   alligators.   Nobody.   Sadly,   a   shadow   has   fallen  
over   our   marsh.   But   if   I’m   elected   leader,   I   will   make   the   sun   brighter   and   stronger   than   ever  
before,   and   we   will   make   the   marsh   sunny   again!   Thank   you,   thank   you   very   much.”   
  
  
After   Henry’s   speech,   the   fish,   whose   vocabulary   was   very   small,   focus   solely   on   his   slogans.  
“Build   the   roof!”   they   chant.   “Make   the   marsh   sunny   again!”   another   fish   school   screams.   “Drain  
the   marsh!”   they   all   cry   in   unison.   
  
  
In   the   following   months,   the   election   becomes   intense.   The   inhabitants   of   the   marsh   divide   into  
two   groups.   The   frogs   and   lizards,   who   mainly   support   Lizzy,   and   the   alligators   and   the   fish,   who  
support   Henry.   Lizzy   starts   complaining   and   in   a   moment   of   frustration,   exclaims   “why   are   you  
fish   supporting   this   predator?   You   fish   are   deplorable!”   However,   this   made   the   fish   even   more  
mad   at   Lizzy.   They   start   chanting,   “Kick   her   out”,   while   Henry   looks   on   from   his   resting   spot   with  
a   big   toothy   grin.   
  
  
The   week   before   the   election,   news   spreads   throughout   the   marsh.   Frankie   the   flagfish,   the  
recent   winner   of   “The   Luckiest   Recruit”   show,   mysteriously   disappears   after   talking   with   Henry  
one   night.   Rumors   start   circulating   that   Henry   may   have   eaten   him   and   all   the   former  
contestants.   Henry   doesn’t   deny   these   rumors!   Instead,   he   proclaims   “I   could   eat   any   one   of   you  
weak   prey   in   the   middle   of   the   marsh   and   still   be   elected.   After   all,   a   carnivore   is   what   you   need.  
Let’s   all   become   predators,   not   prey!”   
  
 
 
 
  



Finally,   It’s   the   day   of   the   election.   All   the   animals   line   up   to   vote   for   their   new   leader.   The  
majority   predict   that   the   leader   will   be   Lizzy,   but   in   a   shocking   turnaround,   Henry   ends   up  
winning.   Henry   is   shocked.   He   smiles   for   a   second,   but   then   shakes   his   head.   He   didn’t   want  
this.   “You   fools,”   he   says.   “I   just   wanted   to   entertain   you.   I   never   thought   you’d   fall   for   it.”   It  
appears   the   days   of   lounging   in   the   sun   and   running   “The   Luckiest   Recruit”   are   over   for   Henry   J.  
Alligator.   

 



 

 
What   is   an   Allegory?   

  
  

● Literary   Device   
● Used   to   represent   events,   situations   or   relationships   between   people   
● Used   to   comment   on   or   evoke   an   emotional   response   
● Can   have   hidden   meaning   or   political   commentary   
● May   have   a   moral   
● Similar   to   satire   
● Similar   to   analogy   

 


